
FAQs for AIoT

.



What kind of sensors?

What are sensor resolutions?

How to decide the NN?

How much data is required?

How do deploy the model?
Why we need AI?

Why we need AIoT?

How to build the system?

What are the key features?

How to monitor the model?

How to do the retrain?

What are functions of AIoT?

How to do the transfer learning?
What is APC?

What is soft sensor?

What is PdM?

How many models build? Why we need IoT?
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Why We need AIoT?

• Top Down View
• Corporate strategy, infrastructure, … 

• Bottom
• Solve specific problems, improve specific KPIs

• How much time we save/target?

• How much quality/yields we can increase/target? 

• How much productivities we can improve/target?

• How much expense we have to spend/target? 

Multi-objective optimization problem



Conventional AOI
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AI-based AOI
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Try to formulate your AIoT multi-objective optimization problem



Next Question, How?

• Launch a POC/prototype project
• Not for demo, to figure out these missing parameters

• Sometimes, google can help you to pin down the ranges of parameters
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Around 20% of AIoT services have well-structed 
formula and well-known parameters

Determine these critical problems

Internalization

Yell for help

Is that easy or difficult?

How to Get Started?



Easy because

AIoT =

An Integration of old Technologies

KISS principle works well in AIoT area



Difficult because

AIoT =

An Innovation of Thinking

We not merely replace human intelligences by machine intelligences
We further redefine the manufacturing by machine intelligences



Summary

• Review FAQs for AIoT from a different perspective, i.e. Why, 
How and What for your AIoT investment

• Why: formulate multi-objective optimization problem for 
your AIoT project

• How: POCs to figure out the critical parameters rather a 
fancy demo

• How to get started
• DIY: determine, leverage, internalized 
• An Integration of old Technologies: KISS principles

• An Innovation of Thinking: not only replace but also redefine


